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Bidders:
Have a
question?
Contractors meet to
discuss arts facility
By Terri Branham

Reporter

More than a month after the ceremonial ground breaking for the new fine arts
facility, a pre-bid conference will be conducted to allow contractors the opportunity to ask questions about the project
before bids open.
Gene G. Kuhn, director of Special Services, said the meeting is scheduled for
10 a.m. May 19 in the Alumni Lounge of
the Memorial Student Center. He added
that bids for the construction of the
building will be opened June 8 at 2:30
p.m. at the state Capitol.
"With all the bids filed on June 8th, we
anticipate that construction could begin
around the first of July or thereabout if
everything goes as planned," Kuhn
said.
Dr. Paul A. Balshaw, dean of the College of Fine Arts, and other fine arts personnel who have led the drive for the
construction of the facility will now take
a backseat as the project enters the
homestretch of the pre-construction
phase.
"Our involvement with the project is
over right now," Balshaw said. "It is
now in the hands of the Board of .
Regents and the Finance of Administration."
After the bids are opened, board members will evaluate and determine
whether or not a qualified contractor is
available within the amount of funds
allotted, Balshaw explained.
After bids are evaluated, the BOR will
provide a purchase order to the Finance
of Administration to be prepared then
construction will begin.
"I can't say exactly when construction
will begin," Balshaw said, "Just however long the process takes.
"Everything must be understood by
process," he added.
With the exception of Kuhn, who will
be Marshall's liaison with the contractors, no other campus personnel will be
allowed on the site during construction
without the invitation of the contractors
or the architects, Balshaw said.
"There are very stringent legal and
safety requirements," he said. "Architects will be required to make visits to
supervise the project and will occasionally invite us over to look over the progress but other than that, it is out of my
departments' hands now."

PARTHEN
Marshall University's student newspaper

Huntington, W.Va.

BOR pleads for additional funding
By Mary J. Lewis
Special Correspondent

Board of Regents members Tuesda)
requested additional funding for.higher
education, in addition to the implementation of the resource allocation model,
which board members said will assist
Ma rshall.
Board members approved a resolution
which advocated giving higher education $16.7 million to restore the funding
base for each institution. In addition,
the BOR requested legislators use the
resource allocation model as a supplement to address funding inequities in
five institutions in particular: Marshall,
· West Virginia University,Southern West
Virginia Community College, West Virginia College of Graduate Studies and
Fairmont State College.
Gov. Arch A. Moore said he will call
the legislators into session for what he
called a "revolutionary" session dealing
with education. While he has not set a
date for the session, he said it will be
after the May 11 primary.
"The Board doesn't want to 're-allocate' funds," said Buster Neel, executive
vice president/ vice president for financial affairs. "The model isn't going to do
anything without additional money from
the legislature."
Neel said Marshall is currently fifth in
the state in per student funding, but 14th
(out of 15 state colleges and universities)
when the resource allocation model is
used. "I definitely believe we will move
up (with funding for the model)," he
said.
The model's formula, a complex 25step process, compares state colleges
and universities with similiar institutions in the southern part of the country.
It takes into account the number of stu-

dents by program, student-tacutty ratio,
institutional mission, size of the institution, faculty salary and student fees,
among other things, according to James
Schneider, finance director for the BOR.
''This is not a simple thing," Schneider
said. "It does not compare cost per
student."
Marshall was compared to 20 to 25
other institutions which offer Master's
degrees including Murray State, Eastern Kentucky, James Madison, University of North Carolina-Charlotte and
Western Carolina.
The average faculty salary at these
institutions is $32,527, compared to Marshall's $29,279. According to Schneider,
the state needs $130 million to be on
average with other states used in the
model.
The model, Schneider added, would
apportion funds equally to increase the
percentage. "We calculate the state average to be 54.5 percent of the total average
of other institutions."
If the resource allocation model wete
fully funded, Marshall would still be
underfunded by $9 million, Schneider

said.
Nitzschke has warned of a possible
massexodusoffaculty,staffandadministration if higher education's finances
did not improve for the 1988-89 fiscal
year. Various university personnel have
already accepted positions at other institutions or announced they are actively
looking.
Marshall has been underfunded for
several years, according to university
officials. It looked as if the university
would receive some relief after Moore
declared the 1987-88 fiscal year the "Year
of Education." However, various setbacks
and squabbling between Moore and the
Legislature resulted in no increases in
funding.
After Moore imposed a 20 percent cutback in the last quarter of the fiscal
year, the BOR instituted a one-time $50
surcharge for a 5 percent across the
board raise for faculty and staff, as an
incentive for personnel to stay within
the state.
No improvement packages for faculty
and staff salaries have been passed by
the legislature this year.

Prof says Nitzschke ·uses optimism
to hide behind university's problems
EDITOR'S NOTE: This la the second In a
three-part aertn on Marshall President
Dale Nitzschke'• first four years In office.
Today three faculty members aay the
president's never-falling optimism is
dodging the real problem. In Friday's final
part, Nitzschke'• supporters take up for
the man who they aay has made Marshall
a household name throughout the state.

By Greg Stone

Reporter

Is it Dale Nitzschke's fault that, according to the Board of Regents' resource
allocation model, Marshall ranks 14th
out of 15 schools in the state in the difference between what is allocated and
what it is entitled to?
Would more money cure virtually all

of Marshall's ills?
Like Nitzschke, Shevory is winding
Should Nitzschke get tougher with down his fourth, but in his case, last,
Gov. Arch Moore and the Legislature in year at Marshall. He says he's tired of
demanding more funding?
the aggravation and uncertainty ofteachNo, maybe and absolutely yes, some ing here.
faculty members are saying.
"It isn't the fact that the pay isn't
"Obviously the Legislature is to blame great," he says. "It's things like, 'Will
for a lot of the problems," says Dr. Tho- our pay be the same next year? Will our
mas Shevory, a •32-year-old a ssistant paychecks be here on time? Is school
professor of political science who is leav- going to be closed a week early? Things
ing for Ithaca College in New York at the like that drive you crazy."
end of the term.
But both Shevory and Clayton
"We need more money. But I'd like to McNearney, who has been teaching ~lisee somebody more out front in taking a gious Studies at Marshall for 16 years,
stand. It's like Arch Moore screws us find fault with Nitzschke's administraover and over and we give him green tion in areas that may be unrelated to
jackets," referring to Nitzschke's nam- funding woes. They say his salesmaning Moore, a West Virginia University ship may be helping Marshall's image,
graduate, an honorary Marshall alum- but it's neither translating into dollars
nus last spring.
- - - - - S e e NITZSCHKE, Page 8

Another victim of the Athletic Department's budget crunch, Page 7.
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Beyond MU

From The Associated Press

World

Nation

State
Fraud charges filed against several
Mingo County political figures

Pamphlet on AIDS to be mailed
by government to U.S. households

Last three French hostages freed
Premier Chirac announces at rally

HUNTINGTON - Three
Mingo County political figures, including Democratic
party chairman E. Donald
Evans, on Wednesday were
named in vote fraud charges
filed by the U.S. Attorney's
office, officials said.
Evans, 63, of Williamson,
was charged with conspiracy to buy votes, along with two Lenore residents,
Archie and Willard Sturgill.
U.S. Attorney Michael W. Carey said all three
men were named in informations filed Wednesday
by Assistant U.S. Attorney Joseph F. Savage Jr.
Evans, a four-term Mingo County assessor who
recently retired, is described in the informations as
the "de facto treasurer" for the Committee for Good
Government and its successor, the Committee for
Continued Good Government. The groups were used
to promote a slate of candidates picked by former
Mingo County political boss Johnie Owens, who
preceded Evans as county Democratic chairman,
prosecutors allege.
The information alleges that Evans accepted
these contributions on behalf of the slate.

WASHINGTON - Here
are excerpts from the text of
" Understanding AIDS," the
pamphlet being mailed by
the government to every
household in the United
States.
A Message from the Surgeon General
... I feel it is important that you have the best
information now available for fighting the AIDS
virus, a health problem that the president has
called "Public Enemy No. l."
Stopping AIDS is up to you, your family and your
loved ones.
-C. Everett Koop....

PARIS - The last three
French hostages h eld in
Beirut were freed Wednesday, Premier Jacques
Chirac announced.
Speaking to a campaign
rally in Strasbourg, Chirac
announced the release of
diplomats Marcel Fontaine, 45, Marcel Carton, 62,
and journalist Jean-Paul Kauffmann, 44.
"I have been informed just now that the three
French hostages in Lebanon were freed and have
been turned over to a representative of the interior
minister," he said.
" I am thinking of the horrible time they've been
through, which they didn't deserve. I am thinking
, of the pain of their families and friends. I am thinking of the one who, alas, was the victim of these
kidnappers and has not returned," Chirac said.
Chirac was referring to Michel Seurat, 39, who
was kidnapped May 22, 1985. Islamic Jihad, a proIranian Shiite Moslem group, claimed it killed him
March 5, 1986, but no body has been found .
The crowd greeted the news of the hostages'
release with wild cheering.
Kauffmann's wife, Joelle, told The Associated
Press she felt the release of her husband "is a great
present."
"We're waiting anxiously with the children. And
we thank everyone, known and unknown, who
helped us," Mrs. Kauffmann said.
Carton, the French Embassy vice consul in Beirut, and Fontaine, an embassy protocol officer, have
been missing since March 22, 1985-. Islamic Jihad
said its members kidnapped them.
Kauffmann, a French journalist, and Seurat, a
French academic researcher, were kidnapped May
22, 1985.

Archie Sturgill, 47, an employee of the Mingo
County office of the state Department of Highways,
is charged with buying votes on behalf of various
candidates, both Democrats and Republicans, at
elections held in the county between 1974 and 1986.
Willard Sturgill, 55, a bus driver for the Mingo
County Board of Education, is charged with conspiring to buy votes for a slate of Republican candidates in the 1984 general election while serving as a
Republican poll worker at the Lenore voting
precinct.

Learn to live with someone
who's living with cancer.
Call us.

I

'Al/&tC.Nf CANCER SOCETY

How Do You Get AIDS?
There are two main ways you can get AIDS. First,
you can become infected by having sex - oral, anal
or vaginal - with someone who is infected with the
AIDS virus.
Second, you can be infected by sharing drug needles and syringes with an infected person.
Babies of women who have been infected with the
AIDS virus may be born with the infection becuse it
can be transmitted from the mother to the baby
before or during birth.
In addition, some persons with hemophilia and
others have been infected by receiving blood.
The Difference Between Giving and Receiving
Blood
l. Giving blood. You are not now, nor ha ve you
ever been in danger of getting AIDS from giving
blood at a blood bank. ...
2. Receiving blood. The risk of getting AIDS from
a blood transfusion has been greatly reduced....

INSTANT

The 1896 Club

PASSPORT PHOTOS

Mini-Skirt or
Short-Shorts
contest
$100.00 winner

Get two full-color passport
photos while you wait!
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Great copies. Great people.
SALSA(PG)

331 Hal Greer Blvd.
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STAA"- FRI. 5/1
Lee Thompson

(Across f-rom Old Main)
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STARTS FRI. 5/9
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1502 3rd Ave.

Double your pleasure
Double your fun
Happy Hour For Everyone!

8 'til late
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MARCH OF DIMES
STUN GUNS AND MACE
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CRUTCHERS
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1701 5th Ave., Phone 525-1771
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Yes. We Do Service!
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BIG BRUTE STUN GUNS

,-------------------------------------------------------• AMUSEMENT CENTER COUPON •

2 TOKENS

2 TOKENS

Latest and Best
Video Games and Pinballs

CAMELOT MIDNITE MUVIES 511
SALSA/

Not legal tender
Redeem for
(2) game tokens
only.

Not legal tender
Redeem for
(2) game tokens
only.

IN DOWNTOWN HUNTINGTON

2 TOKENS

(Next to the Cinema Theatre)
COUPON EXPIRES 6/10/88
Redeemable for two tokens (50e value) per person per day
present this coupon to store attendant.

2 TOKENS

~-------------------------------------------------------
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Our Readers Speak
Field School readies for unique job
To the Editor:
The MU Archaeological Field School, of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, has been asked
to participate on a unique project this summer. It will
lead a salvage excavation of the Late Prehistoric
Native American village at Snidow, near Kegley, in
Mercer County, with the participation of Concord College, the West Virginia Archaeological Society and the
Council for West Virginia Archaeology. It is the first
time in West Virginia that academic, professional and
amateur groups have collaborated on a project of this
kind.
.
The excavation will Jake place during the First

Summer Session, and MU students are encouraged to
enroll for six hours, in ANT 323. They will be housed,
free of charge at nearby Concord College. A partial
waiver of tuition fees and a reduction in the cafeteria
charges are also available for our students. Transport
will be provided by Concord College.
We still have a few slots left to fill. Students interested in joining the Marshall field crew should contact
me as soon as possible. No previous experience in
archaeology is required.

Sincerely,
Nicholas Freidin
Associate Professor of Anthropology

Reader urges vote for W.Va.'s citizens
To the Editor:
West Virginia's most valuable resource is its people.
We are some of the most hard working people in the
United States. Although, many of our most educated
people leave our state to seek job opportunity and
advancement, we can't deny the fact that there are
some politicians who deserve recognition for their
efforts to boost our state and its people outoftheir state
of depression. One of these people is our Attorney
General Charlie Brown.
The people of West Virginia deserve basic rights and
liberties. We deserve the right to see our schools drugfree and our streets free of crime. We deserve the lowest

crime rate in the nation, and we deserve successful
small businesses.
·
Our Charlie Brown knows this, and no one person
has worked harder to preserve these valuable rights
than Brown has. On May 10, it won't be a matter of
voting for Charlie Brown or not. It will be a matter of
voting for the people of West Virginia.
When we head out and vote for Mr. Brown, we are
voting for our families and the people of our state. But,
most important, when we vote for Charlie Brown we
are voting for our own basic and essential rights.

John Kevin Carte
1434 Sixth Avenue, Apt. 9

Cha·i r clarifies parking fee _situation
To the Editor:
As chair of the physical facilities committee I would
like to provide some in formation about the current controversy regarding parking fees for next year. First, I
will state with confidence that no administrator nor
member of the committee wants to raise parking fees.
As fellow employees we are all aware of the poor state
of salaries at Marshall and do not relish reducing disposable income for anyone. However, we also have an
obligation to deal with this problem in a responsible
fashion.
While there is some uncertaiJ!ty of the exact starting
date of the current parking system and fee schedule, it
apparently was set in place approxim~tely 25 years
ago. The parking fee was the first imposed because the
state did not allocate money for acquisition ·and maintenance of parking lots and for security officers to
enforce regulations.
Originally, one person was hired to be a parking
attendent. Eventually the state did assume responsibility for land acquisition, however, other elements of
the parking budget have never been taken over by the
state. Because the university slowly acquired more
land thus adding more parking spaces income in the
parking account was able to keep pace with inflation.
However, as the number of parking lots increased,
more personnel were needed to police the lots, empty
and repair parking meters, handle requests for parking, etc. Currently, parking revenues and expenditures
are approximately balanced at roughly $175,000 a
year. Most of that budget pays the salaries of six
employees in the parking office. Construction of the
fine arts building has created the major problem. The
loss of parking spaces at that location will reduce
income for next year by an estimated $46,000. The
question the committee must deal with is how to make
up that deficit.
The least popular solution would be to raise parking
fees next year by $25-$30. I do not believe this will

occur. In order to redU:ce the shortfall we have proposed
reopening parking on 18th Street. Additionally, we are
suggesting placing parking meters on several currently free areas, e.g., around Twin Towers. Also, since
parking meters generate more income than sticker
parking, some of the current sticker spaces will most
likely be converted to meter parking. These measures
will probably reduce the needed fee increase to about
$10-$15.
How can the rest of the deficit be handled? One
proposal would be to get the state or university to pick
up the tab for parking. This isn't likely. Another proposal is to cut expenditures by reducing staff. This
proposal is more easily made when it is not your job
being eliminated. However, the real question is what
would be the effect of the cuts. In the extreme imagine
that all parking personnel were eliminated as some of
my mail has suggested and the parking fee be reduced
to zero. Would employees and students be happy? What
that would mean is that much of the convenience of
having a parking spot would be lost. While partial
elimination of staff might not create as drastic a problem as having no staff, it would obviously reduce the
level of enforcement and thus reduce benefits of having a parking permit. In addition, while the fine arts
building will remove the surveillance on 300 parking
spots, it will also increase the pressure on the syste111
and increase the need for enforcement on the other
lots.
Finally, I should point out that the physical facilities
committee will not directly raise rates or take any other
action. We will develop a proposal to handle the deficit.
That proposal will be forwarded to the Faculty Senate
and the President for final disposition. If people have
other solutions which we have not addressed please
forward them to us or to your senators.

Steve Mewaldt
Chairman of Physical Facilities Committee

letters

Robbie

Fouch

TV ads lack
realism, honesty
Have yo~ver wondered if the people who write and
star in commercials are living in the same world as you
and I? I mean really, give me a break!
For one thing all the people in the commercials are
good-looking. I know several people who would be in a
dire predicament if only good-looking people were
allowed to use the products advertised. I don't know .
about you, but I know many not-so-good-looking and
even some, dare I say, ugly people who wear designer
jeans, take certain medicines or drink alcohol.
Speaking of alcohol, you ever notice that people
drinking alcohol on commercials (well, they don't
actually drink on screen, but we're to assume they're
drinking) always seem to be having such fun and do
such exciting things? Granted, I've often seen people,
aided by alcohol, having a good time, but never quite
on the level of the "TV people."
I'd love to see a commercial showing the other side of
alcohol consumption, a commercial showing people
doing things like urinating in an alley, yelling lewd
comments at members of the opposite sex, picking a
fight in a bar because someone looked at them wrong or
waking up with bruises all over their body because the
night before they tried to high jump the nine-foot bush
in front of their house.
That's another thing. Advertisers always have people in the commercials doing things that are pretty
dangerous and take a substantial amount of coordination. I'm sure you've seen one of the latest commercials
which shows several people drinking beer, playing volleyball in the snow and then skiing. Real smart. What's
worse is that they're skiing at night while carrying
torches. The commercial says "light up the night."
They'll light up the night all right. If they don't set fire
to their house or the surrounding woods with the
torches, they'll probably break their necks skiing. At
least they won't feel the pain.
Also, is there something about dogs that sells beer or
what? And where do they get these poor women who
co-star with the dog? They're usually very beautiful but
I almost feel sorry for them. Can you imagine their
next acting job interview? I can see an interviewer
asking one of the women, "What kind of acting experience have you had?" She answers, "Well sir, I've
talked, sung and danced to a dog in a sexually suggestive manner." He replies, "Thanks, uh, don't call us,
we'll call you."
Commercialism is perhaps at its greatest (or worst)
during an Olympic year. This year is no exception.
Almost every advertiser is an "official sponsor" of the
Olympic team. They even have the "official lawnmower" just in case one ofthose skiers might need one,
I guess. I'm surprised they don't have the official
hemorrhoid medicine, the official laxative or the offi.
cial birth control of the 1988 team. In their advertisement the birth control company could say, "Go for the
gold, or whatever else you can get your hands on," or
"Support your Olympic team by buying (product's
name) for the man who has everything."
I realize that commercials often have to exaggerate
the truth somewhat to sell products, but there's this
radical policy I wish some companies would try. It's
called honesty. Maybe someday advertisers will wake
up and smell the coffee, only if it's caffeine-free of
course.

--
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AIDS AND SEXUALITY: THE LOC

STUDENT
APPRECIATION DAY
Thursday, May 5, 1988
Memorial Student Center P.1t.1~-&s
8:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M. (Friday)

Huntington hidden gay comm1
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is Part Ill
In a series examining AIDS, heterosexuality and homosexuality. Today's Installment
examines the prevalence of homosexuality in the area and its implications. Part IV
discusses other Issues confronting homosexuals.

Aljhough it appears to be rath 1
number of homosexuals living in
ing to local gay sources. Huntin
also says he believes this is tr
Huntingfon has supported four c

By Melissa K. Huff

Staff Writer

"I'd kill a fag if I saw one. "
So read the sentimenfs on a Smith
Hall stairway door.
But if the graffiti-writer's sentiments
MAIN DESK:
Candy Specials-Free Popcorn
are to be taken literally, that person
would have to kill a lot of people in Hun•J
at Specified Hours
tington and at Marshall, say local gay
sources. Perhaps, even, that person's
BOOKSTORE:
30% Off Sale- Prize Drawings
closest friends.
"I've met a lot of people who say they
CAFETERIA:
Free Beverages
don't know any homosexuals. Well, they
know them. They just don't realize it,"
MARCO's:
Live Entertainment-:
says one gay source, a Marshall employee
who will be called "Dwayne."
10:00 P.M. - 2:00 A;M.
National studies differ and estimates ·
are hard to verify as to what percentage
of the population is homosexual and bisexual. But with AIDS and the growing
question of what role government and
religion should play in governing sexual
behavior, the question is becoming of
more consequence.
There are no definitive statistics as to
professor of Radiology - M.U. Med School
what percentage of the population is
gay. Studies citing the percentage of
homosexual men in America range from
fourtoeightpercentofthe population to
as much as 50 percent. For lesbians, the
percentages range from two to 10 percent; and for bisexuals, 20 percent to 50
percent.
"Dwayne," who admits his data is not
Greater Huntington Par_k & Recreation District
scientific, said, "The percentage in Huntington, I'm sure, is much, much higher
Paid for by Margaret Roebuck
(than the national norm). Huntington is
knownamongthegaycommunityasthe
hillbilly homosexual haven."
Dwayne speculates that one in every
10 men in Huntington are homosexual
~
~$~
'.:f,:
and at Marshall, he says, it is probably
"'-=·'-""-=·"'-·-·"'-·-·'"-=·"'-="'-=·"'-="'-=·'"-=·"-=·'"'-="'-=·'-""-="'-=·'"-·-·""·-··"'-=·"'-=·"'-=·"'-=·"'-=·'"'- =·
one in five.
:_'._.,_~._·.
--~
His belief that Huntington is, as he
~ THE SEARCH IS NOW ON!
·~put is, "a hotbed of homosexuality" not
-;~ - .. 1989 MISS WEST VIRGINIA USA® PAGEANT"
only isdshi_ireddlbyhother gab~ soudrces, who
·,IiNO PERFORMING TALENT REQ<IIRED
~ may a m1tte Y ave a 1ase perspec~
If you are an applicant who qualifies and are :;-~tive, but also Huntington Police Chief
~
between the ages of 17 and under 25 by February ~Don Norris.
-;$:
I, 1989, never married and at least a six month ,:~ ,
Norris said he saw Marshall listed in a
~
resident of West Virginia, thus college dorm ~
magazine about 10 years ago as the
~
students are eligible, you could be West J;: :
third largest per-capita centers for gay
~ Virginia's representative at the CBS-na\ionally ~
activity. And in his years as a police
-televised Miss USA® Pageant• next February to
~
compete for over $250,000 in cash and prizes. -~
officer and chief in Huntington, he says
~
The Miss West Virginia USA® Pageant for 1989 ~~he has come to the conclusion that the
~:
will be presented at the Radisson Hotel in Hun- ,:_f-.
city has a large, albeit hidden, gay com~
tington, West Virginia, November 4, 5, 6, 1988. ~
munity.
·
-~The new Miss West Virginia U.S.A~ along with ~.·
"We've got a large percentage of gay
i~_·.
her expense paid trip to compete in the CBS- ~
people - there's no doubt about it, he
nationally televised Miss USA® Pageant, will -•d ,,
~_;__---_
receive over $2,000 in cash among her many ~
sa1 •
Cathy Fowler
prizes. All girls interested in competing for the ~
At Marshall, one source said his high
~-\~
~, , Miss West Virginia USA® title must write:
~ school guidance counselor - in the
\\lt·
1989 Miss West Virginia USA® Pageant
,,1'northern part of the state- hinted that
:JS
:
c/o Tri-State Headquarters -Dept. A
j ;.
he would 'fit in' at Marshall as a homo~
347 Locust Avenue, Washington, PA t 5301
-1-:
sexual. Also, the Memorial Student Cen~
Tri-State Headquarters Phone ls 4121225-5343
;~
ter is listed in Bob Damron's Gay Travel
~-···
~ Catalogue as the place in Huntington to
Application Deadline ls June 6, 1988.
" crmse
· " (the h omosexua1 equ1va
· 1ent o f
-~
::::-_i"'_-~
: .···
~
Letter• MUST include a recent snapshot,
picking up.)
·---·
brief biography and phone number.
·-·- ·
As for Huntington, Norris cited the
•Ml" USA~ Pageant Is part of the family of Gulf 6 Western Corp.
fact that the city has been able to sup,:~
Miu West Virginia-USA~ Pageant Is "A Carvem Production"
'.~
port four homosexual and/ or lesbian
:~.
:~ .
bars as one form of evidence.
'"-?"·
'"-=·
Business is thriving at one local gay
:t: ~ ✓.$.;®):f :it.$;®)~:~~:t,~i'. $::£::f
clu~, a bartender said. "We ?O a good
, '-"".:r-.-~=-'-""-='."'-=~-:=..-=-~="-=·""-=·~"".....,.=""-"""·,._._..,,,....-.,.~,..•.~.=--=,.._-:;:,..,.-=.,.-="'-=·= ·-"-""•' ,·. , bus1ness..Jt._depends on the mght - the ,

RECREATION:

Tournaments, Reduced Prices
Free Hours for Pool & Bo~ling

CH.ARLES H. McKOWN, M.D.

DEMOCRAT ·

FOR PARK BOARD

®)®)~l®)I f ®)$®)$; ~®) $

t: f

®l :;£:

:_<~

'£·

. $:~®)$:~f

:;£:

weekends are packed."
He also noted that for everyone who
goes into the bar, there are other homosexuals who are afraid to be seen in such
clubs or are simply not interested in the
bar scene. ·
Huntington Mayor RobertNelson, however, says he has never heard rumors
that there is a large homosexual population in Huntington.
"If we do have it, it's undercover," he
said adding that he didn't think it would
be any different from cities of similar
size.
He said he believes that homosexuals
apparently don't 'feel threatened living
here. "There have been no complaints.
I've not had anyone come to me and say
they were harrased,'1 he said.
ButlifeinHuntingtonisnotalwaysso
satisfactory, gay sources said. Harassment does occur and either goes unreported or not responded to by local
authorities, they said.
The ~artend~rh at the gay club said
aggi:ess1ve anti- omosexua1types, commonly known as 'fag-bashers,' cause
disturbances there about once a week.
Often, they throw bottles into the club or
slash tires.
But when he calls the.police, even with
license plate numbers the police do
nothing, he said.
"I feel we are not protected. (The police)
are never really there to help us. They
alwayssaytheycan'tdoanythingabout
it or they say they will and they don't,"
he said.
Norris did not agree with the bartender. He said the police respond to
calls from gay bars in the same way they
do for straight bars.
He said that his officers don't patrol
around gay bars as much because there
generally is less trouble in them than in
straight bars. "I don't see any special
pro blems ( o f h arassment) t h ere. we
haven't had any complaints for three
years."
Two years ago, however, a homosexual from Kentucky was killed on the
West end after having been picked up .
from a gay bar by two men. The two were
late~triedandsenttoprison.No,rrissaid
,the.1ssue,went·beyoRd.theDan,s.hemo•.• , .
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LOCAL HOMOSEXUAL POPULATION

1

mmunity thrives - gay sources

o be rather secretive, there is a large
Is living in the Huntington area, accord~s. Huntington Police Cheif Don Norris
this is true considering the fact that
rted four different gay bars.
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sexuality and involved the two men's
fear that the victim could later identify
them.
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HARASSMENT AT MARSHALL
"Terry," a homosexual Marshall student, waited for service while two men
behind the counter chatted casually about
homosexuals.
"We can't get rid · of them! They're
everywhere," one said.
"Yea, back in the good old days we just
went out fag bashing,"
He then turned and waited on Terry,
courteously and without the contempt
that, in light of his comments, Terry
figured he would have displayed had he
known he was gay.
It is this kind of more subtle, but nonetheless frustrating, attitude that gay
people at Marshall said they are constantly con fronted with. It is what Terry
described as a "calm tense."
Terry said he is constantly antagonized by a person in one of his classes. He
said he just laughs it off.
Still, he admitted, "Sometimes it gets
depressing ... It's a terrible feeling to be
singled out."
But other homosexuals said, reactions
to them have not been so harmless or as
easily ignored.
Laura Johnson, former president of
Lambda Society - a gay organization
formed on campus in fall 1984 that has
since disbanded - was once physically
assaulted by two men on campus.
But Johnson, who now resides in Pittsburgh, says "Huntington has its more
liberal-minded side." In fact, she says,
she encountered less overt harassment
here than she now does in Pittsburgh.
Conversely, she says, it's now "chic to
know a gay person. It's like in the 60s,
when it was (cool) to know a black
person."
The majority of students randomly
surveyed recently said they think homosexuality is unacceptable and morally
wrong. Most, however, stopped short of
saying they would discontinue their friendship with someone who told them they
were gay.

The majority of students said they
would, however, switch roommates if
they found out that he or she was gay.

SO WHAT?
The assertion of societal bias against
homosexuals carries with it larger implications.
Sources claim the federal government
is responsible for the epidemic spread of
AIDS because it ignored AIDS when it
was just considered a homosexual disease. In fact, AIDS was first referred to
as GRID, an acronym for "Gay Related
Immune Deficiency Syndrome,' according to Tom Dobbs, an AIDS educator in
the State Health Department.
Johnson said, " When it was not just
killing queers anymore, then they began
to have programs and federal money
(available)," when the media and government began focusing attention on it.
Dobbs concurred. "If the government
jumped ·on this disease like they did
Toxic Shock Syndrome, we'd have a
fraction of the cases we have now."
Locally, the alleged prevalence ofhomosexuality in Huntington and at Marshall and that of harassment raises
some perplexing questions.
One is exactly why homosexuals would
desire to live in such a conservative,
implicitly religious community.
Gay sources mainly said that though
the citizens are conservative, the sod' omy laws in West Virginia - a predominantly democratic state - are virtually
nonexistent. There are only 13 states in
the nation that do not have some sort of
law forbidding homosexuality, according
to Fred.
Also, even though Huntington is not a
large metropolitan area compared to
other states, it is when comp~red to
other towns in West Virginia.
Secondly, if there is in fact a large
percentage, why aren't they more vocal
about their problems.
As to the second · question, there is
little doubt that AIDS has at least forced
the issue ofhomosexuality as something
that does, in fact, exist-even in a Biblebelt state such as West Virginia.
With that comes a plethora of social
and moral issues, not the least of which
is a backlash of conservatism against
homosexual men, gay sources say.
However, in random survey of Marshall students, the majority of the 74
students who responded say their attitude toward homosexuals has remained
unchanged as the result of AIDS. Out of
the 25 who said their attitude had
changed, all but one said their opinion
has grown less favorable because of
AIDS, while one did not know.
Fred, who is in his 30s, said he believes
there is a need to bring Lambda back
into existence, and he is trying to rouse
support. He says the homosexual community at Marshall needs such a support group, especially to deal with the
impact of AIDS. The organization folded
in 1986 when many of the student leaders ofit graduated.
However, Chris, a junior, says, "I
wouldn't join Lambda. I don't feel that I
personally need it."
Dwayne, who has only revealed his
homosexuality to a few close friends,
says even though Huntington is not as
hostile as his hometown, "homosexuals
lead a very secretive Ii fe (here). It's still a
big deal to- be gay. in little-America.~•, , ~ ••

Does
the End of
the Term mean
the End of your
Insurance Protection?
•recently graduated
•on vacation from college
•temporary medical protection

POLICY CAN BE ISSUED
ON THE SPOT. THAT QUICK?
WRITE OR CALL US AT:
429-1928
H.D. Adkins INS.
P.O. Box 9456
Huntington, WV 25704 ·
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PICKUP YOUR

'87-'88 YEARBOOK
LAST DAY!
Any Marshall Student Who
Has Not Yet Picked Up A
Yearbook, May Get One

TODAY
frbm 9-3 in the
MSC Lobby
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Double Bedrooms
2 Full Baths
Grea• Furniture
Security - Intercom
Dishwasher
Sundeck
Parking
Laundry Facllltles
Apartments for

BOTH SUMMER
TERMS (June 10th · Aug. 19th) $315.oo Per
Student Or Lease As A
Group For $990.oo Per Apt.
WIii Accommodate 4 Students.
. __ _ _&,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . ' .... ' ....- ' ~'
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Nitzschke---------------From Page 1
nor raising the quality of the university.
"Nitzschke makes a good presentation, but I wonder how much substance
is behind the presentation," says the
scholarly Shevory, sitting behind a computer terminal in his small Smith Hall
office. "This place has gotten steadily
worse since I've been here. Yes, our
image has gotten better, but not the
basic instruction and physical plant
operations."
McNearney sits by himself at Mycroft's,
hunched over four objects: two books,
his personal journal and a beer. Deep in
thought, it takes him a while to notice
someone is standing over him. When he
does look up, it is through spectacles
perched near the end of his nose and out
of eyes that look tired from reading.
"Well, one thing I don't buy and a lot
of other people don't buy is this simplistic, Dale Carnegie outlook," he says. "I
believe if you display the kind of optimism he does all the time you're just hiding from the problem. I don't believe you
solve problems by having a positive attitude. A lot of times a positive attitude
getsinthewayofrecognizingtheproblem."
McNearney too sees a discrepancy
between Marshall's improved image and
reality.
"I think we've spent a lot of time and
energy talking about our image and
there are people who confuse image with
substance. We look better and smell better, but I don't think our substance is
any better."
"I haven't seen a lot of emphasis on
academic!!," says Shevory. "What! have
seen is emphasis on sexy type things like
the Yeager program. The Yeager program is a definite benefit for some people, but I don't think it's going to help
most students. I think the thinking was

that by bringing in these students they'd
also be bringing in new resources (for
the benefit of the general student body).
That would be a good result. But that
hasn't been the case - the only tangible
benefit is that you have a few kids who
help out the others in class - but we've
always had that. There's a nice office
over there (the Yeager office in Old
Main) but there's no additional reasonably priced resources for the average
student. That's a typical effect of any
trickle down theory - whether it be the
Yeager program or Ronald Reagan's
economics."

''

It's like Arch Moore screws
us over and over and we give
him green jackets.
Thomas Shevory

''
_________,,_________
I don't like this Captain America bullshit. It's elitist. It's saying
what we need is better students.
Stephen Winn

salaries and heavy teaching load?
"There are quality faculty out there
who will teach for less money,"
McNearney says. "They (the administration) seem to find money for whatever
they want to. They didn't have any trouble finding an athletic director. But how
long has it been since we've had a library
director? I'm thoroughly convinced that
if Nitzschke thought we should have a
director of libraries within six weeks
we'd have one."
The university hasn't hired a full-time
director of libraries since Kenneth R.
Slack retired on July 1, 1986. Slack continues to work on a part-time basis.
Lee Moon was hired on March 1 to
replace Dave Braine, who resigned as
Marshall's athletic director on Jan. 1.
"I don't see a lot of emphasis placed on
standards," Shevory says. "When I got
here there was a lot of emphasis put on
writing, with the introduction of the
writing requirement (in the College of
Liberal Arts). Now the administration
doesn't seem to be taking an out front
position on it. Things like that don't cost
much money."
"A lot of teachers on this campus
think of teaching as stuffing information into students," McNearney says.
"It's like stuffing sausage into a casing.
When the casing's full, they've done
their jobs. Teaching's a profession that
often attracts lazy people."
"I have far too many incompetent colleagues," adds Winn.
Shevory says if Marshall's improved

____,_,____
Dr. Stephen Winn, an associate professor of sociology and anthropology
who has been teaching 14 years at Marshall, has something even stronger to
say about the Yeager program.
"I don't like this Captain America
bullshit (likening Chuck Yeager to the
superhero)," Winn says. "It's elitist. It's
saying what we need is better students.
We have great students. They're ignorant because of awful teachers, but they're
intelligent and work hard. What we need
is a better faculty."
That is another complaint among the
three. They say Nitzschke's administration can do more to hire quality faculty.
But why would a good professor want
to teach at Marshall with its rock bottom

CLASSIFIED

Have· you tried AUTOPHERESIS yet?

HELP WANTED
EASY WORK! Excellent pay! Assemble
products at home. Call for information.
(312) 741-8400 Ext. A-1425.

FOR RENT
WALK TO MU Kitchen furnished, AC,
waterpaid. 11-BR, 12-BR. Call697-2637.
PERFECT SUNDECK near Ritter Park
in this tidy 1 BR apt. with large fu rnished kitchen and loads of natural
light! Free refuse pickup . Only
$210/ month. Don't delay on this one.
Call 522-0150 or 522-7683. Please leave
message!

It's new, it's much faster and it's very safe.
The latest technology for plasma donation. Fully
automated and monitored by trained professionals.

i'S2ooo__________CO UPON--- -------$20°0 1
:
If you haven't tried AUTOPHERESIS yet-bring this
:
:
COUPON and receive $20°0 for your first automated
I
1donation. You'll be surprised how much you 'll like it! Call for:
an appointment today.
I

I
I

529-0028

:

:

Hyland Plasma Genter
631 4th Ave., '
Huntington, WV
COUPON

:

I

:
,~2000

image a nd increasing enrollment doesn't
begin to attract more state dollars, then
operations should be scaled back.
"We ought to stop bringing in the students if we can't afford it. Cut out some
programs. Drop the football team. If
you're really serious about it, show them
that money actually pays for this stuff.
All I keep hearing is keep those enrollments up and we'll get more money."
Shevory compares Nitzschke's style
with Ronald Reagan's.
" Nitzschke epitomizes what's wrong
with American politics," he says. "Like
Ronald Reagan, he thinks ifpeople believe
things are positive, they'll be positive. If
you tell people it's okay and they should
be proud to be from Marshall everything
will be all right. But maybe there's something wrong undern~ath it all. I'm very
uncomfortable with this public relations
approach to politics."
McNearney says, "I've never seen
Nitzschke take a controversial stand. He
neatly maneuvers around the written
word. He's basically an oral person who
loves the spell binding nature of oral
words."
But the people who see Nitzschke as
the man who has turned Marshall's fortunes around through exposure, if not
money, say a lot of matters are out of his
hands. When or if Nitzschke lea:ves, the ·
university will suffer, they say.
" He can't be expected to do everything," says one education professor.
"The day he leaves will be a very sad day
for me."

I
1

$20°0:

i.:I'----------------------------------

SUMMER ROOMS for rent. 1401 Fifth
Ave. Rent $130.00/ month . Utilities
included. Contact Hugh Ladd 522-0481
(work) until 4 p.m. 525-0978 after 4
p.m.

Available now. 522-3187.
SUMMER SCHOOL - 2 BR apt., furni shed , A/C. 1680 Sixth Ave. Call
523-5615.
2 BR GARAGE APT. Parking, open
porch , yard . Deposit $ 197.00/Rent
$191.00. Very close. 2031 Rear Fourth
Ave. Also, 2-story fam ily house with
same features, same rent. Location
1920 Sixth Ave. Call 523-7805. C and C
Realty.
FURNISHED APTS. 1603 Seventh Ave.
Utilities paid, parking. Summer/ fal l.
Reduced summer rates. 525-1717.
2 BR APT. Utilities paid, furnished kitchen. Close MU/downtown. 525-7396.

MISCELLANEOUS
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY apartments
just two blocks from campus available
for fall. One year lease. 522-3187.
VERY NICE one bedroom unfurnished
apartment available for fall. Year's lease
required. 522-3187.
ONE BEDROOM furnished garage
apartment for rent near Ritter Park.

TYPING IN MY HOME Editing included.
Call 523-2177.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING services.
1555½ Third Ave. (above Giovanni's).
522-WORD.
NEED ROOMMATE to share luxurious
Southside apt. Large, private bedroom,
laundry room. 696-3267 or 523-4160.
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Another dismissal; assistant track coach gone
By Lisa Aines

certainly be missed by me and the athletes," Brachna said.
Shy came to Marshall in August of
Budget cuts have struck again and left 1986 to be an assistant under Brachna.
the track team one coach short.
He basically coaches the field events,
The $394,000 projected shortfall in the but also gives help and attention to the
Athletic Department has forced the dis• other athletes of the team, Brachna said.
missal of Terry Shy, the assistant track
Brachna said he found out Tuesday
coach. But the track team is not the only the team will be provided with a partjob affected. -Shy is also the assistant time assistant or two graduate assistticket manager.
ants, but the full-time coaching position
Dennis Brachna, head track and field is lost. "We are looking toward finding
coach, said Shy has been a vital part of qualified person or persons to take over
the program. "He has done a very fine his responsibilites," Brachna said.
Shy coached at Vallparieso Univerjob with the athletes and the performan·
ces of the field event people as the South• sity in Indiana prior to coming to Marern Conference championships att~st shall. He said he found this position very
this."
rewarding because· he won the confer•
"He has fully adjusted to the envir- ence championship in track two years
onment and its responsibilities. He will after he had the job. "It was basically
Reporter

Cuttin-g expenses
in new budget plan
is the key- Moon
By Lisa Hines
· Reporter

No other sports will be cut , but a definite curtailment of expenditures is the
key to the new budget plan, according to
Athletic Director Lee Moon.
The budget sub-committee met in the
Presidential Room at the Student Center
last Wednesday morning to review the
budget pla n proposed by Moon.
Recent changes have already been
made including cutting the swim team
from the sports program beca use there is
no Southern Conference championship
in s wimming and for other reasons as
well.
Moon said all other sports will remain
at this time because there is a minimal
amount of sports allowed to remain in
the conference. There are presently 14 at
Marshall.
The new budget is complex, but Moon
said he has researched everything to
prevent another deficit of this caliber.
"I don't want to make the same mis•
takes as in the past, which has been an
over projection ofrevenues and an under
projection of expenditures," Moon said.

One of the.greatest aspects of being an
avid sports.fan is the arguments you can
get into with other sports fans. There is
nothing like roaring your approval or
disapproval for some player or team and
hearing a contrary remark from someone nearby. You know immediately that
the ensuing conversation could be
extremely il}teresting.
Now I am not saying everyone enjoys
these kind of arguments, but most people will take up for their favorite player
or team and will downgrade their least
favorite. As a result, I decided I would
find out just exactly who these favorite
and most hated teams and players were,
so I set out on <;am pus and conducted an
informal poll of 100 people.
Before I share my discoveries you
should know that I only questioned the
participants in the three major professional sports: football, baseball, and basketball. I asked for a favorite player, a
favorite team, a most-hated team, and a
most-hated player. The results were
interesting.
We will start with the National Bas
ketball Association. The team named
most often as favorite was the Atlanta
Hawks with 33 votes. Second was the LA
Lakers with 18. The favorite player bal•
loting wasn't even close, Michael Jordan snagged an amazing 60 votes. A dis,

THE STUDENT LEGAL AID CENTER

- 696-2366.

D ONNA PRESTON

''

______,"~---

Sports arguments can ·be fun

Provides advice and counseling to ail students.
ATTORNEY FOR STUDENTS: Offers advice on any type of legal
problem such as Landlord/Tenant, Criminal Disputes, Consumer
Information, Domestic, and other areas.
OMBUDSMAN: Assists students in understanding the various policies and procedures within the university such as Grade Appeals,
Judicial Board Appeals, Grievances, Mediation, and other areas.
Stop by at the times listed below, or call for an appointment
MIKE WOELFEL

the best coaching job I've had because
they had not won the conference for 25
years."
When something like this
Although this was a great accomplishment, Shy said, "The best satisfachappens you just have to make
tion a coach can get from this job is to
the adjustments. They have
have a low-level or marginal athlete and
help that athlete improve their perforto do what they must to meet
mance to higher level of competition."
the needs of the department.
He also coached at Ashland College in
Terry Shy
Ashland, Ohio and Mulligan College in
Tennessee.
"When something like this happens
you just have to make the adjustments.
They have to do what they must to meet · track program."
Shy said after completing the semesthe needs of the department," Shy said.
He said the team itself will be hurt by ter here he plans to look into other collethis decision because it was -already giate coaching positions and spend a lot
under staffed. "The cutting of a position of time in Fort Myers, Fla. where his son
·
instead of a person diversely effects the resides.

ATTORNEY HOURS
NOON-1 :30P.M.
OMBUDSMAN HOURS
11 :00-3:00 P.M.

FRIDAY
M-F

tant second was Magic Johnson with 9.
The most-hated categories were very
parallel. The Detroit Pistons received 41
votes to beat the Boston Celtics with 12
for the most-hated team. With 32 votes,
the most hated player was Piston Bill
Laimbeer. Second was Celtic Danny
Ainge with 15 votes. Maybe we can
attribute these players with the unpopularity of their teams.·I can honestly say,
though, that I would hate the Celtics
ball League, and it produced the closest
even without Ainge.
The other sport going on right now is balloting. In the favorite team category,
Major ,League Baseball, so we will go the Chicago Bears received 22 votes to
there next. Much to my 'Surprise, the narrowly defeat the Denver Broncos and
Cincinnati Reds were not named the Cleveland Browns, who each received
most favorite enough times to win. I 20. The favorite player balloting was
guess I polled enough out-of-towners. even closer, as Bronco John Elway's 19
Anyway, the Detroit Tigers took that votes edged out Dan Marino's 18, This
honor by snaring 26 votes to the Reds 21. proves that quarterbacks are still in the
However, Red Eric Davis won favorite spotlight. The most-hated team was
player honors with 34 votes. George America's Team, the Dallas Cowboys,
Brett and Andre Dawson tied behind with 20 votes. Next in line was the LA
Davis with 19. As for the most-hated Raiders with 16. And as happened in
team, it was a Big Apple sweep. The N.Y. basketball, the two most-hated players
Mets snagged 31 votes and the N.Y. are from the two most-hated teams. Raider
Yankees snagged 28 to completely dom- Matt Millen snagged 14 votes to take the
inate the balloting. The most-hated honor and soon-to-be-traded Cowboy Tony
playerwasMetHowardJohnson, probably Dorsett was second with 12 votes.
because of his bat corking controversy
Well there you have it. The favorite
last year. He had 18 votes. The closest to and most-hated teams and players in the
him was Pedro Guerrero with 5 votes. . three biggest professional sports accordFinally, we come to the National Foot- ing to 100 Marshall students.

Jim

Keyser

Ronald's Cheese Comer
950 9th Ave. Huntington, W../ 25701

• Drive-thru
• Domestic and imported
beers, wines and cheeses

PARTY· KEGS
Huntington's only full-service Watem Union outlet
:Phone ·529:..6681
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Science faculty leaving;
low pay part of reason
By Steven Ring
and Lalena Price
Reporters

Some College of Science faculty have
accepted or are seeking other employment, and their reasons are not only
pay, but overcrowded conditions in the
Science Building.
Dr. Mike G. Tannenbaum, assistant
professor of biological sciences, said he
has accepted a similar position at Northeast Missouri State University in
Kirksville, Mo. However, Tannenbaum
said the position is not similar in that he
will have good teaching and research
facilities; he said there is a lack of space
in the Science Building for teaching and
research.
Also, he said the plans for the renovation of the building do not currently
include a facility for him to conduct
research.
"I, as well as many of my colleagues,
have frustrations with the Science
Building," Tannenbaum said.
However, he said that at Northeast

Missouri State, "The opportunity to do
research with students will be much
increased."
Furthermore, Tannenbaum said that
although he will have a larger salary,
pay is not the only reason he is leaving
Marshall. "It was not the most important reason by any means."
The dean of the College of Science
said, "I am very sorry to see him (Tannenbaum) leave." However, he said that
his leaving is "perfectly understandable," considering Tannenbaum's lack of
facilities at Marshall.
Also not totally concerned with pay is
Dr. Alan R. White, assistant professor of
biological sciences. White, who is seeking employment elsewhere, said, "The
real reasons that I want to leave are not
related to salary."
White said that the College of Science
"is squeezed into one-third the area it
should have." Moreover, he said the
"space is not being used properly."
White has applied at a doctorategranting state university and two masters-granting institutions. He declined
to provide the_names of the schools.

R

Fee raise shouldn't affect enrollment - dean
By Eric Qouglas

Special Correspondent

Things are tough all over.
It will be more expensive to go to the
Marshall University School of Medicine
next year, but Pat I. Brown, associate
dean of medical student affairs, said he
believes the raise in fees will not hurt the
school.
"It has been anticipated for a long
time. Somebody has to pay for it," Brown
said.
The fees students have to pay to attend
Marshall's medical school still puts the
school in the bottom quarter price-wise
of all of the medical schools in the country and maybe even North America, he
sai~.

Dr. Jack H. Baur, executive associate
dean to the medical school, said, and
Brown agreed, the school is still relatively inexpensive to go to.
Baur said the raise will provide money
for more equipment and supplies. It will
not be used for funding more faculty the
school needs.
Brown said he did not want it to sound
like he liked the fee raise, however. "We
are prepared for these increases yearly
as costs rise." He said somebody has to
pay for the education but he wished it
didn't have to be the students.
"It is still economical for our students
to go to school here and we don't see it
affecting enrollment. Students know they
have to borrow the money anyway and
so they will just go borrow a little more."

The Sisters of the
Gamma Omicron· Chapter
of Al.p·ha Chi Omega,Congratulate
their new initiates:
' 'll

Kim Baldwin
Laura Clausen
Christie Carrothers
Tierney Davis
Debra Eversole
Julie Franklin
Kim Griffith
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Louise Kelley
Samantha Napier
Polla Parsons
Tonya Schenck
Jody Vintorini
Melissa Willeth
Jami Woolwine

May 6-14
May 9, 10, 11, 12
Extended Hou rs
until 6:30 M-Th
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